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Abstract

One of the most intractable debates in IR revolves around the severity and frequency
of the security dilemma. Offensive realists argue that states are compelled to make
worst-case assumptions about each other’s intentions, which yields inexorable compe-
tition and conflict even between mutually-benign actors. Yet others have argued that
rational benign states should always be able to find cooperative signals that are costly
enough to be credible, but not too costly to risk sending. This should alleviate the
security dilemma and facilitate cooperation, even under high initial distrust. However,
there is little empirical work on interstate reassurance and the conditions under which
mutually-benign actors can build trust. We advance this debate using laboratory ex-
periments to test Andrew Kydd’s canonical model of the security dilemma. We find
strong support for the directional effects of the hypothesized signaling mechanisms.
However, the frequency of cooperation is significantly lower than the model predicts,
and the feasibility of reassurance is highly sensitive to the degree of prior trust. This
implies that although reassurance can mitigate the security dilemma, offensive realism
may still capture important psychological mechanisms that impede interstate cooper-
ation.
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The security dilemma, a phenomenon in which states with mutually-benign intentions find

themselves in conflict due to misplaced distrust, is a foundational concept in international

relations (IR) scholarship. As a result, the prevalence and severity of security dilemmas

have been the subject of longstanding debate. Whereas offensive realists claim that

security dilemmas are a pervasive and unavoidable consequence of international anarchy,

more optimistic scholars argue that the security dilemma can often be overcome.

This debate hinges on disagreement regarding the degree to which states can

ameliorate uncertainty about each other’s intentions. Optimists have suggested numerous

signaling mechanisms that would allow states with benign intentions to identify each other

with relatively high confidence. Yet offensive realists have categorically rejected these

mechanisms. They maintain that states can virtually never form confident beliefs about

others’ intentions, and must instead act in accordance with worst-case assumptions to

secure themselves against potential exploitation.

Surprisingly, despite the centrality of this debate in the IR literature and mountains

of theoretical work attempting to resolve it, the mechanisms posited by signaling optimists

have been subjected to few systematic empirical tests.1 Addressing this critical gap, we

employ a laboratory experiment to evaluate Andrew Kydd’s (2005) model of reassurance

under the security dilemma. Kydd shows formally that even with low initial trust, rational

benign states should always be able to credibly signal their intentions through a process of

iterated reassurance, building trust under stakes that are low – but not too low – before

moving on to cooperation on issues of greater importance. Although Kydd’s findings are

devastating to the logic of offensive realism, it is unclear if real-world decisionmakers, who

are subject to myriad cognitive limitations and psychological biases, behave as his model

predicts or according to offensive realist expectations.

Our experimental findings are mixed. On one hand, we find strong evidence that

Kydd’s signaling mechanism does indeed operate. As his model predicts, benign players

can best identify one another and establish mutual cooperation under intermediate stakes.

However, the magnitude of those effects is far smaller than expected. Even under the very

best conditions, cooperative signals still leave actors with considerable uncertainty, and

inefficient competition among benign dyads remains common. Furthermore, contrary to

Kydd’s claim that credible reassurance is feasible irrespective of actors’ initial trust, we

find that lower initial trust substantially inhibits cooperation among mutually-benign

players. Thus, our data suggest that although Kydd’s signaling mechanism does mitigate

the security dilemma, it does not eliminate it, as his theoretical model suggests it should.

1For a rare exception, see Quek (2017b).
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Instead, the behavior and beliefs of our experimental subjects appear in some ways

consistent with the pessimistic claims of offensive realism.

1 Signaling and the Security Dilemma

In a security dilemma, states with benign intentions compete for power to increase their

own security, but in doing so reduce the security of others, unleashing escalating spirals of

military and economic competition (Jervis 1978; Glaser 1997; Montgomery 2006; Tang

2009). This dynamic is predicated upon uncertainty. If states were completely informed of

each other’s intentions, benign actors could engage in mutually-beneficial cooperation

without risk of being exploited, and competition for relative gains would occur only

between hostile states with incompatible goals (Schweller 1996). But under uncertainty,

benign states might be too fearful of others’ intentions to risk taking cooperative actions

that a hostile counterpart could exploit. This can engender costly competition even

between benign actors with no true conflict of interests.

How pervasive and consequential is uncertainty about states’ intentions? This

question has been intensely debated. Offensive realists argue that uncertainty about

intentions is intractable and consistently high (Layne 1993; Mearsheimer 2001; Rosato

2015). They claim that this uncertainty, combined with the self-help nature of the anarchic

international system, compels rational states to make worst-case assumptions about each

other’s intentions. In effect, states must behave as if they were certain of others’ hostility

to protect themselves against any possibility of exploitation, no matter how unlikely

(Copeland 2000). With all states operating under this assumption, competition for power

is pervasive, making war an inevitable feature of international politics. Cooperation, when

it occurs, is instrumental and transient, never based on genuine trust, convergent identities,

or compatible preferences.

Scholars from other theoretical perspectives – defensive realists, liberals and

constructivists – have drawn very different conclusions about the severity of the security

dilemma. These scholars – hereafter termed “optimists” – argue that under many

conditions it may be less risky for a highly uncertain state to gamble on cooperation and

hope that it will be reciprocated than to take non-cooperative actions that ensure a

hostility spiral with a counterpart that might in fact be benign (Glaser 1994, 1997, 2010;

Kydd 1997, 2005; Mitzen 2006; Wendt 1999).

Furthermore, optimists have identified several sources of information that states have

about each other’s intentions. Most prominently, states can credibly signal benign
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intentions by taking actions that would be prohibitively costly for hostile types.2 For

example, a state can signal benign intentions by reducing military investments, forgoing

low-cost opportunities for expansion, or investing in primarily defensive technologies

(Jervis 1978; Kydd 1997; Glaser 1994, 1997, 2010). These actions are highly costly to a

hostile, expansionist state because they limit its capacity for offensive military action, but

less so to a benign state that would not benefit from expansion. Generalizing beyond the

military realm, states can signal benign intentions by joining institutions that constrain

their behavior (Ikenberry 2001; Martin 2017), bearing costs to support existing

international regimes (Johnston 2003), or publicly espousing a benign ideology to domestic

audiences that would punish deviations from it (Kydd 1997; Weiss 2013). From these

sources of information, optimists conclude that states can often develop high degrees of

confidence about each other’s intentions.

Offensive realists have critiqued these signaling mechanisms on the grounds that the

security dilemma itself precludes credible reassurance. By exercising restraint and not

competing for power, states not only forgo opportunities to exploit others, but also increase

their own vulnerability to exploitation. Cooperative behavior is therefore costly to benign

states as well as to hostile ones. Offensive realists claim that this engenders a “Goldilocks

problem,” wherein conditions that support credible signals rarely, if ever, obtain in reality

(Montgomery 2006; Rosato 2015). They argue that when actors are insecure or distrustful,

cooperative signals would be prohibitively costly even to benign types. Conversely, when

exploitation is especially difficult or unlikely, hostile states are likely to behave

cooperatively as well, rendering cooperative signals non-credible. Doing so allows them to

conceal their malign intentions until more auspicious opportunities for expansion emerge,

and dupe benign states into adopting cooperative behaviors that will make them more

exploitable. Thus, for offensive realists, cooperative signals should either be noncredible or

nonexistent.

To resolve this debate, several studies have developed formal models examining the

credibility of cooperative signals under various conditions. The most prominent of these

are Andrew Kydd’s (2000; 2005, ch 7) models of the security dilemma as a two-stage

interaction in which the relative value of the issues at stake in each stage can vary. Kydd

shows that rational states can credibly signal benign intentions through a process of

iterated reassurance. No matter how distrustful and insecure the actors initially are, there

is always a range of first-round stakes valuable enough that hostile types are unwilling to

forgo the chance at immediate exploitation, but not so valuable that benign types are

2See Fearon (1997) on the basic logic of costly signaling in international relations.
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unwilling to risk cooperation.3 In other words, offensive realists’ Goldilocks problem is

readily overcome, such that benign types can always identify each other and avoid costly

competition. Kydd (2005, 201) states this conclusion emphatically: “cooperation is

possible between [benign states] no matter how mistrustful they are to begin with...if they

are genuine security seekers, [states] can find an appropriate set of costly signals that will

enable them to reassure each other and cooperate completely over time” (emphasis in

original). Recent work has extended Kydd’s insights to conditions of shifting power, which

offensive realists have rightly pointed out pose additional barriers to credible signals

(Haynes 2019; Yoder 2019a,b; Haynes and Yoder 2020). This research demonstrates that

reassurance remains theoretically feasible even under the most difficult conditions for

credible signaling, as identified by offensive realists.

Kydd’s argument follows from the premise that both benign and hostile types value

their security, and thus lose equally from their cooperation being exploited. The risks of

cooperation are the same for each type. But only hostile types gain from exploiting others,

and so they necessarily bear opportunity costs for cooperation that benign types do not.

Thus, even if benign types are fearful, they are always more willing to cooperate than

hostile types are. This implies that there must be some range of stakes under which benign

types are willing to risk cooperation but hostile types are not, and it is in this range that

cooperative signals are credible. The next section characterizes Kydd’s model and its

results, which are the basis of our experimental protocol and hypotheses.

2 The Security Dilemma Game

Kydd (2000; 2005, ch 7) models the uncertainty inherent to the security dilemma as

incomplete information about whether the players are in a prisoners’ dilemma, a stag hunt,

or a hybrid of the two. Benign types prefer to reciprocate their counterpart’s cooperation

rather than defecting unilaterally. This corresponds to the ordinal preferences of a player

in the “stag hunt” game (Table 1a). In contrast, hostile types prefer unilateral defection to

mutual cooperation – they prefer to exploit the cooperation of others, and therefore have a

dominant strategy to defect. This corresponds to a “prisoners’ dilemma” preference

ordering (Table 1b).

3Kydd shows that, theoretically, higher initial distrust requires simply requires smaller initial stakes to
support effective trust building.
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Table 1: Type Combinations in the SD Game

(a) Stag Hunt

Benign Player 2

C D

Benign C 2, 2 -1, 1

Player 1 D 1, -1 0, 0

(b) Prisoners’ Dilemma

Hostile Player 2

C D

Hostile C 1, 1 -1, 2

Player 1 D 2, -1 0, 0

(c) Mixed Stag Hunt/Prisoners’ Dilemma

Hostile Player 2

C D

Benign C 2, 1 -1, 2

Player 1 D 1, -1 0, 0

Kydd’s model – which we call the SD game – has two-sided incomplete information

such that each actor knows its own type, but does not know the other’s. Thus, from the

perspective of a benign type, the game may be a pure stag hunt if the other player is also

benign, or it could be a mixed stag hunt/prisoner’s dilemma (Table 1c) if the other player

is hostile. In a stag hunt, two benign states can readily coordinate on mutual cooperation

in equilibrium. However, with a hostile counterpart, the only equilibrium is mutual

defection. Whether the benign player cooperates or defects therefore depends on its

probabilistic belief that its counterpart is benign, which Kydd defines as “trust.” From the

perspective of a benign type, the level of trust is the probability that it is playing the game

in Table 1a, rather than Table 1c.

The SD game has two rounds, with the first-round payoffs proportional to the

second-round payoffs, but multiplied by a weighting factor, α. For convenience, we assume

symmetrical levels of prior trust, denoted t0.
4 In the first round, both actors

simultaneously choose whether to cooperate or defect, then observe the other player’s move

and update their beliefs to form a posterior level of trust, t′. The game ends with the

second-round moves, with both actors again choosing whether to cooperate or defect.

4Kydd (2005 demonstrates that relaxing this assumption has no effect on the model’s substantive results.
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2.1 Equilibria

The SD game yields four equilibria.5 When initial trust is relatively high and first-round

stakes relatively low, a cooperative pooling equilibrium (PE) occurs in which both types

cooperate in the first round but only benign types cooperate in the second. In this case,

benign types have sufficiently optimistic priors that they cooperate in the second round

even in response to completely uninformative cooperative signals. This gives hostile types

an incentive to misrepresent in the first round in order to dupe a benign counterpart into

cooperating under higher stakes in the second round.

The three other equilibria occur when initial trust is relatively low. Combined with

relatively high first-round stakes, a competitive PE occurs in which both types defect in

both rounds. This occurs straightforwardly because the first-round stakes are too high,

given the degree of initial trust, for benign types to risk cooperating and incurring the

sucker’s payoff. Thus, the competitive PE captures the pessimistic predictions of offensive

realism.

Conversely, when first-round stakes and initial trust are both sufficiently low, a

mixed-strategy equilibrium (MSE) occurs. Here, benign types are willing to risk first-round

cooperation, but so are hostile types if it means inducing benign types to cooperate under

higher second-round stakes. Thus, hostile types misrepresent in the first round by behaving

cooperatively with some probability. These cooperative signals have limited credibility, but

they still induce benign types to probabilistically cooperate in the second round. Thus,

hostile types have some chance of duping a benign type into incurring the sucker’s payoff

under high second-round stakes.6

Finally, a separating equilibrium (SE) in which benign types cooperate and hostile

types defect in the first round occurs under low initial trust and intermediate first-round

stakes. Here, cooperation is a completely credible signal that the sender’s intentions are

benign. Moreover, a range of α that supports the SE exists under all levels of prior trust.

Benign types – which inherently prefer mutual cooperation and thus do not face

5This discussion brackets a fifth equilibrium, in which all players defect in both rounds and which is
supported across the entire parameter space. Like Kydd, we ignore this equilibrium in our analysis, on the
grounds that it is unrealistic to think that sufficiently trusting stag hunt actors would choose to coordinate
on defection when the more profitable coordination on cooperation is possible. See Kydd (2005, 37, 191).
Moreover, even though cheap-talk communication is not possible in our experiment, the first-round cooper-
ative signal doubles as a coordinating device for the second round, ensuring that trusting stag hunt actors
can achieve mutual second-round cooperation. This, in turn, also incentivizes first-round cooperation among
sufficiently trusting benign actors.

6Pure-strategy pooling on cooperation is out of equilibrium because, given low initial trust, cooperative
signals would not be sufficiently credible to induce second-round cooperation by benign types.
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opportunity costs of forgoing unilateral defection – are necessarily more willing to

cooperate than are hostile types. As such, there is always some range of stakes under which

benign types are willing to risk cooperation but hostile types are not, no matter how low

the initial level of trust. With lower levels of prior trust, the actors simply require smaller

first-round stakes in order to achieve successful reassurance.

This separating equilibrium is the key to Kydd’s theory of reassurance. It occurs only

under intermediate values of α that balance the two obstacles to reassurance highlighted by

offensive realists. The first-round interaction must not be so important that benign types

are unwilling to cooperate for fear of being suckered, but must be important enough that

cooperation serves as a costly signal of the sender’s type. Thus, uniquely under

intermediate stakes, cooperative signals should have high credibility and be sent with high

frequency, yielding second-round cooperation among mutually-benign dyads.

2.2 Theoretical Implications

The SD game demonstrates that offensive realists’ conclusions do not follow from their

assumptions. Even with high initial distrust, credible signals of benign intentions should

always be available if the stakes of the initial interaction are calibrated properly. As has

been noted repeatedly elsewhere, rational actors – which offensive realists assume states to

be – cannot ignore the information from these signals, and therefore cannot make

worst-case assumptions about each other’s intentions (Brooks 1997; Glaser 2010; Kydd

2005). As a rationalist theory, offensive realism is demonstrably incoherent.7

Nevertheless, offensive realism might survive as a behavioral theory that accurately

describes the decisions of boundedly-rational real-world actors. Formal models of

reassurance have established only the conditions under which cooperative signals are

objectively credible, i.e., more likely to be sent by benign types than hostile ones. However,

these models cannot establish the subjective credibility of cooperative signals, i.e., the

degree to which policymakers actually update their beliefs in response. Indeed, the logical

contradictions in offensive realism might accurately reflect cognitive biases that are

systematically present in human decisionmaking, and which could cause real-world leaders

to discount objectively credible cooperative signals.

As Stephen Brooks (1997) pointed out long ago, whether this is the case is ultimately

7Acharya and Ramsay (2013) present a formal model that they claim supports the logic of offensive real-
ism. Importantly, however, their model assumes that only costless “cheap talk” communication is possible.
It thus does not refute Kydd’s logic of reassurance through costly signaling, and does not rescue offensive
realism as a rationalist theory.
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an empirical question. Yet there have been remarkably few empirical tests of rational

security dilemma models.8 Moreover, existing empirical work on signaling in other contexts

yields considerable evidence that real-world actors are often far from rational in their belief

formation (McDermott 2001; Stein 2013; Yarhi-Milo 2014; Quek 2017a; Hafner-Burton

et al. 2017). As such, we cannot reject offensive realism as a behavioral theory by simply

assuming that rationalist signaling mechanisms apply to real-world human decisionmaking.

The next section presents a laboratory experiment that reproduces the incentives of

the SD game as closely as possible. We find considerable support for the directional effects

of the model’s signaling mechanism, but the magnitude of those effects is substantially

smaller than would be expected even based on a conservative interpretation of the

theoretical results. Reassurance is indeed most effective under intermediate stakes, when

cooperative signals are neither too cheap to be meaningful nor too costly for benign actors

to risk sending. Credible signals do therefore mitigate the security dilemma and promote

cooperation among benign actors under the conditions the SD game predicts. However, we

also find that the information subjects derive from these signals is far from complete. Even

the most credible signals leave actors with considerable uncertainty, and costly competition

remains quite common among benign dyads. Furthermore, contrary to Kydd’s contention

that prior beliefs are irrelevant, we find that in practice reassurance is significantly more

difficult under high initial distrust. Thus, although Kydd’s signaling mechanism is

supported, it may not be a decisive cure for the security dilemma, and the behavior and

beliefs of many human decisionmakers appear to be more consistent with the pessimistic

expectations of offensive realism.

3 Research Design

Laboratory experiments have previously been used to evaluate signaling and credibility in

bargaining contexts (McDermott, Cowden and Koopman 2002; Dickson 2009; Tingley

2011; Tingley and Walter 2011; Quek 2016, 2017a; Kertzer 2017).9 We adopt a similar

approach to examine the dynamics of reassurance signaling.10 Our experimental design is

what Morton (1999, 111) calls a “theory test,” which tightly couples the experimental

incentives to the structure of the theoretical model in order to determine whether human

subjects behave and form beliefs as the model predicts under ideal conditions. This type of

8Kydd’s (2005, ch 8) case study is, to our knowledge, the lone exception.
9For a review of this literature see Hyde (2015).

10Our study also differs from the few existing experimental papers on reassurance. Kertzer, Rathbun, and
Rathbun (Forthcoming), present a survey experiment on psychological bias in reassurance and Quek (2017b)
conducts a laboratory experiment on audience costs as reassurance signals.
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experiment therefore scrutinizes the model’s behavioral assumptions regarding subjects’

cognitive processes and preference functions, rather than its structural assumptions about

the actors’ external environment (Davis and Holt 1993, 22). This design is particularly

useful as a “first cut” empirical examination, as it constitutes a relatively easy test that

evaluates the model on its own terms. As Davis and Holt (1993, 23) observe, empirical

assessment of a theory:

should ideally begin, not in the domain of the complex natural world, where
numerous confounding events may impinge on variables of interest, but strictly
on the domain of the theory, where all structural assumptions can be
implemented...Of course, observation of the theory ‘working’ in the laboratory
does not imply that it explains behavior in the natural world. But the failure of
a theory under the ‘best shot’ circumstances of the laboratory suggest that the
theory is not a good explainer of behavior. It is perhaps in this role of theory
rejection that experimentation is most useful.

Hypotheses that pass this initial test can then be subjected to additional

experimental and observational studies that interrogate them under more realistic

conditions (Davis and Holt 1993, 31, Morton 1999, 111-116, 179-181). Our experiments

should therefore be viewed as a baseline test of the SD game, with results derived under

highly stylized conditions laying the groundwork for theoretical refinements and additional

empirical analyses.

Our experiments were conducted at Vernon Smith Experimental Economics

Laboratory at Purdue University using z-tree software.11 We collected a total of 8,046

observations from 321 subjects over 18 experimental sessions, with each session consisting

of between 24 and 43 iterations of the game. Participants were almost entirely

undergraduate students. Below (section 5.1), we discuss the implications of this sample for

generalizing our results to the behavior of policymakers.12

The experimental incentives corresponded directly to the SD game. In each iteration

of the protocol, subjects were randomly paired and each assigned a type, with “benign”

players having stag hunt incentives and “hostile” players having prisoners’ dilemma

incentives. Each pairing was randomly assigned a level of prior trust, t0. This was either

low, moderate, or high, manifested as a 1
3
, 1

2
, and 2

3
chance, respectively, of each player

11Software and supporting documentation available at: https://www.ztree.uzh.ch/en.html. For a more
detailed description of our experimental protocol, subject pool, recruitment procedures, etc., see Appendix
B.

12The literature on experimental methods in political science has provided strong arguments that the use
of undergraduate student samples does not necessarily threaten external validity (Morton and Williams 2008;
Druckman and Kam 2011). We argue below that this is largely true of our study.
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being benign. The players’ types were assigned randomly and independently according to

these probabilities, with players informed of their own assigned type, but only the

probability that their counterpart was each type.

Each iteration of the game proceeded over two rounds. The second-round payoffs,

presented in Table 2, were constant across all iterations of the game, but the first-round

payoffs varied randomly across iterations.13 First-round payoffs were proportional to

second-round payoffs, but multiplied by weighting factor α ∈ {0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1, 2}. After

learning the various parameter values and their own type, both players simultaneously

chose whether to cooperate or defect in the first round. They were then informed of their

counterpart’s first-round action and their first-round payoff. Players then guessed their

counterpart’s type, receiving $0.50 if correct and $0 otherwise. They also assigned a

probability that this guess was correct, ranging from 50% (complete uncertainty) to 100%

(complete certainty). Finally, the players simultaneously chose their second-round

strategies and then observed their final payoffs, ending that iteration of the game.

Table 2: Experimental Payoffs: 2nd Round

(a) Benign Types

Own Strategy

Cooperate Defect

Counterpart’s Cooperate $1 $0.67

Strategy Defect $0 $0.33

(b) Hostile Types

Own Strategy

Cooperate Defect

Counterpart’s Cooperate $0.67 $1

Strategy Defect $0 $0.33

4 Hypotheses and Results

4.1 Experimental Equilibria

As shown in Table 3, our experimental parameter values yield the full range of equilibrium

predictions in the SD game. However, the parameters are clearly skewed in favor of

cooperation. According to the model, benign players should cooperate in the first round

under 17 of the 18 possible parameter combinations, and benign pairs should achieve 100%

mutual second-round cooperation under 14 of the 18 possible conditions.

13We recognize the imperfect correspondence between monetary payments and players’ subjective utilities.
Nevertheless, they are easily quantifiable and readily understood by subjects. As such, our analyses below
treat monetary payoffs as equivalent to the players’ utilities.
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Table 3: Theoretical Point Predictions

α = 0.2 α = 0.4 α = 0.6 α = 0.8 α = 1 α = 2

t0 = 1
3

MSE MSE MSE SE SE Competitive PE

t0 = 1
2

Cooperative PE Cooperative PE Cooperative PE Cooperative PE SE SE

t0 = 2
3

Cooperative PE Cooperative PE Cooperative PE Cooperative PE Cooperative PE SE

This bias toward cooperation was imposed deliberately, for two reasons. First, as

discussed above, experimentation is most useful in the role of theory rejection (Davis and

Holt 1993). This sort of first-cut “theory test” is most effective under best-case conditions

for the theory to succeed, to determine if further empirical evaluation is warranted.

Secondly, we conducted preliminary trials with only our low trust condition, t0 = 1
3
, but (as

discussed below) this yielded absolute rates of cooperation and successful reassurance far

below theoretical predictions, with successful reassurance rates peaking at lower values of α

than hypothesized. These results implied that in practice, for many players, the range of

the separating equilibrium was skewed toward higher levels of prior trust than indicated by

the model. In order to examine the effects of variation in initial trust, with each value of t0

generating the full range of variation in the equilibria across α values in practice, we

therefore used initial trust levels that were higher than the model implies would be

appropriate. Table 2 of Appendix A, which presents predicted equilibrium behavior given

the observed rates of cooperation from other experimental subjects, confirms that our

parameter values did indeed achieve this aim of producing the full range of equilibrium

behaviors for all three values of our prior trust variable.

4.2 Experimental Findings

This subsection presents the results of our experiments, focusing on the directional effects

of our treatment variables – first-round stakes and prior trust – on our outcomes of

interest, posterior beliefs and cooperation rates. The next section discusses additional

implications of our results regarding the model’s “point predictions,” i.e., its precise

equilibrium cooperation rates and degrees of trust. We recognize that it is unrealistic to

expect our data to strictly support these point predictions (e.g., that cooperative signals

are ever 100% credible or that mutually-benign dyads ever achieve 100% cooperation

rates), and that evaluating our results relative to these point predictions therefore entails a

large element of interpretation. However, it is essential that we evaluate the SD game’s

point predictions because, as detailed above, the substantive theoretical debate between

signaling theorists and offensive realists hinges on the magnitude of our causal effects, not
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just their direction.14

The SD game’s top-line theoretical result is that cooperative signals should have high

credibility and be sent with high frequency under intermediate stakes, yielding second

round cooperation among mutually-benign dyads. In contrast, cooperative signals are

frequently sent by hostile types under low first-round stakes, reducing their credibility, and

are too risky for benign types when first-round stakes are excessively high. Under high and

low values of α, therefore, reassurance is impeded, and second-round cooperation rates

among benign dyads should be low.

Hypothesis 1: The frequency of mutual second-round cooperation among benign dyads is
an inverse-U shaped function of α.

The dependent variable for H1 is a binary measure that takes a value of 1 if a pair of

players both cooperated in round 2, and 0 if either or both players defected. We examine

H1 looking only at observations in which both players were benign, as these are the only

cases in which the SD game would predict mutual second-round cooperation. Figure 1

presents results with the observations pooled across all levels of prior trust. Figure 1a

shows the mean likelihood of mutual cooperation, with 95% confidence intervals, for each

value of α, with the SD game’s equilibrium predictions plotted as hollow diamonds. Figure

1b then shows the predicted probability of mutual second-round cooperation based on an

ordinary least squares (OLS) regression that included α, α2, t0, and a battery of

demographic controls as right-hand side variables.15 The plots in Figures 1c, 1d, and 1e

mirror Figure 1a, depicting the mean likelihood of mutual cooperation alongside the

equilibrium predictions, but with observations disaggregated by prior trust.

14This kind of subjective evaluation of point predictions is common in experimental research and often
produces invaluable insights (Morton 1999, 165-169). Experiments on public goods provision and voting
behavior, for example, show that the magnitude of the free-rider problem is far smaller than pure theory
predicts (Ledyard 1995, Morton 1999, 179-181).

15The results were consistent across OLS and logit models, with and without demographic controls. Results
for all model specifications are presented in Appendix B.
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Figure 1: Probability of Round 2 Mutual Cooperation Among Benign Dyads

(a) Pooled Means (b) Pooled Regression

(c) Low Prior Trust (d) Moderate Prior Trust (e) High Prior Trust

The results strongly support H1. Figure 1 shows that in the pooled data, mutual

cooperation between benign types is markedly less likely at the extrema of α, 0.2 and 2,

compared to the four intermediate values. The results disaggregated across prior trust in

Figures 1c, 1d, and 1e largely confirm this finding. The inverse-U shaped relationship is

most clearly visible under high prior trust, but still apparent under moderate and low

trust. This quadratic effect is statistically significant under both high and low prior trust

(see Appendix B). Overall, mutual second-round cooperation between benign dyads is

clearly most likely under intermediate first-round stakes.

This result is contrary to the SD game’s prediction that mutually-benign dyads

should achieve second-round cooperation across all α values under both moderate and high

trust, as shown in Figures 1d and 1e. Instead, the model’s core signaling mechanism still

appeared to operate even under high levels of prior trust where the model predicts that

hostile and benign types should pool on cooperation. This resulted in an observed

frequency of mutual second-round cooperation far below the model’s expectations. In

effect, although (and in part because) absolute rates of cooperation were lower than
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expected, the conditions supporting the separating equilibrium were evident across an even

wider range of parameters than expected.

H1 is underpinned by the expected differences in the first-round behavior of benign

and hostile types across α values. According to the SD game, benign types should

cooperate under both low and intermediate values of α, where the MSE and SE occur, and

defect only under high α, in the competitive PE. Conversely, hostile types should cooperate

only under low α in the MSE (probabilistically) and CPE. Hostile types should defect

under intermediate and high α. This implies that first-round cooperation rates for each

type should be non-linear. Benign players’ cooperation rates should be high under low and

intermediate stakes and then curve downward under high stakes, whereas hostile

cooperation rates should be relatively high under low stakes but decrease rapidly and

remain quite low under both intermediate and high stakes. Thus, under low stakes

cooperative signals should be sent with high frequency but lack credibility, and under high

stakes they should be highly credible but sent infrequently. Only under intermediate stakes

should cooperative signals be both credible and common.

Hypothesis 2a: First-round cooperation rates for benign types should monotonically
decrease in α, gradually at low α and more rapidly at high α.

Hypothesis 2b: First-round cooperation rates for hostile types should monotonically
decrease in α, rapidly at low α and more gradually at high α.

The dependent variable for H2a and H2b is a binary measure that equals 1 if a player

cooperated in round 1, and 0 if the player defected in round 1. The results support both

H2a and H2b. Figure 2a shows the mean likelihood of first-round cooperation for both

benign and hostile types across the range of α values.16 Figure 2b shows the predicted

probability of first-round cooperation for both benign and hostile types, based on OLS

models with demographic controls.17 These figures clearly show that first-round

cooperation rates for both benign and hostile types decrease in α.

16For clarity of presentation, this figure does not show the model’s equilibrium expectations. The theo-
retical predictions are included in the disaggregated figures (3 and 4) below.

17We regressed the dependent variable on α, α2, t0, and demographic controls. We included α2 because
H2a and H2b each predict a non-linear relationship between α and first-round cooperation.
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Figure 2: Probability of Round 1 Cooperation

(a) Means (b) Predicted Probabilities

Moreover, there is some support for the predicted non-linear effects. Figure 2a shows

that for benign types, cooperation rates are roughly constant when α equals 0.2, 0.4, and

0.6, then decrease significantly at higher values.18 For hostile types, the probability of

cooperation decreases sharply as α increases from 0.2 to 0.4, with the negative relationship

less pronounced at higher α. Together, the panels in Figure 2 show that the absolute

difference in cooperation rates between benign and hostile types is largest at intermediate

α values, as the SD game predicts. Figures 3 and 4 show that these results are also

supported for each level of prior trust, but that the observed frequency of cooperation is

generally well below theoretical expectations.19

18In the fitted model (Figure 2b), however, a linear regression that drops α2 actually provides better fit
than the non-linear model according to Aikake’s Information Criterion.

19A partial exception occurs for benign types under high prior trust (Figure 3c), where there appears to
be an inverse-U relationship. Still, the results show the predicted sharp decline in cooperation as α increases
from 1 to 2.
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Figure 3: Disaggregated Probability of Round 1 Cooperation, Benign Types

(a) Low Prior Trust (b) Moderate Prior Trust (c) High Prior Trust

Figure 4: Disaggregated Probability of First Round Cooperation, Hostile Types

(a) Low Prior Trust (b) Moderate Prior Trust (c) High Prior Trust

These cooperation rates allow us to establish the objective credibility of cooperative

signals – i.e., the percentage of cooperative signals sent by benign types – which should

increase with α. This expectation follows from the basic logic of costly signaling: as the

risks of first-round cooperation increase, cooperative signals become more credible. This

logic holds even in the competitive pooling equilibrium at high values of α, where the SD

game predicts that cooperative signals should be too costly even for benign types to send.

If cooperative signals are sent in contradiction of equilibrium predictions, the costs entailed

should make them highly credible, since hostile types would be even less inclined to

cooperate under such high stakes.

Hypothesis 3: The proportion of all first-round cooperative signals sent by benign types
should increase in α.
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Figure 5: Percentage of Cooperative Signals Sent by Benign Types

(a) Pooled Means (b) Pooled Regression

(c) Low Prior Trust (d) Moderate Prior Trust (e) High Prior Trust

The dependent variable for H3 captures the proportion of first-round cooperators

that had benign preferences, and was generated for all observations in which a player

cooperated in round 1. It is a binary measure that takes a value of 1 if the player is benign,

and 0 if the player is hostile. The results strongly support H3. Figure 5a shows a clear

positive relationship between objective credibility and α in the pooled data, with benign

types sending less than 60% of cooperative signals when α = 0.2, but nearly 85% when

α = 2. These values correspond well to the theoretical predictions. This finding is

corroborated by the predicted probabilities presented in Figure 5b. Figures 5c, 5d, and 5e

indicate that this effect again operates across all levels of prior trust.20

Finally, since the objective credibility of cooperative signals increases with α, we also

expect players to more positively update their subjective beliefs in response to first-round

cooperation under higher first-round stakes.

20There is some apparent non-monotonicity under high prior trust (Figure 5e), but the overall trend is
clearly positive.
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Hypothesis 4: The proportional increase in subjects’ confidence that their counterpart is
benign (i.e. t′−t0

1−t0 ) after observing a cooperative signal should increase in α.

The dependent variable for H4 captures the difference between posterior and prior

trust (t′ − t0) as a proportion of initial mistrust (1− t0). If a player guessed their

counterpart was benign, t′ simply equals their stated confidence in this guess. If the player

guessed their counterpart was hostile, t′ equals one minus their stated confidence. We then

subtract t0 to capture change in trust, and divide this by 1− t0 to account for the reduced

size of the potential shift in beliefs that is possible as initial trust increases.

The results strongly support H4. Figure 6 shows that, in both the pooled and

disaggregated data, the increase in reported trust following a cooperative signal increases

with the first-round stakes. Thus, costlier cooperative signals are indeed more credible.

This is consistent with the comparative statics of the SD game, which predicts that

cooperation should be more informative under higher α values, yielding greater increases in

trust.

Figure 6: Change in Trust Following Cooperative Signal

(a) Pooled Means (b) Pooled Regression

(c) Low Prior Trust (d) Moderate Prior Trust (e) High Prior Trust
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This change in players’ beliefs is also reflected in their second-round behavior.

Appendix B shows that the probability of benign players cooperating in round 2 following

mutual first-round cooperation significantly increased with α. Higher first-round stakes

therefore induced players to be more responsive to cooperative signals, both in terms of

their reported beliefs and their willingness to cooperate in round 2.

5 Discussion

These experimental results have important and nuanced implications for the longstanding

debate surrounding the security dilemma. Most importantly, we find strong evidence that

Kydd’s hypothesized signaling mechanism does indeed operate in practice. Benign dyads’

rates of mutual second-round cooperation are highest under intermediate first-round stakes

(H1). Furthermore, this top-line result appears to be driven by the causal logic of the SD

game. First, benign players were considerably less likely to send cooperative signals under

high first-round stakes, which implies that they largely viewed the risks of cooperation

under high stakes as prohibitive (H2a). Secondly, however, the probability that hostile

types cooperated in round 1 decreased even more quickly and precipitously as the stakes

increased (H2b). Thus, the objective credibility of cooperation as a signal of benign

preferences increased with the first-round stakes (H3). Correspondingly, cooperative

signals prompted participants to positively update their subjective beliefs more strongly

under high stakes than under low stakes (H4).21

In combination, these results yielded the highest second-round cooperation rates

among benign dyads under intermediate first-round stakes. Under high first-round stakes,

cooperative signals were highly credible but benign types were generally unwilling to risk

sending them. Conversely, under low first-round stakes, cooperative signals were sent

relatively frequently by both benign and hostile types, and participants rightly viewed

them as having low credibility. It was only under intermediate stakes where cooperative

signals were both relatively credible and relatively frequent, yielding the highest rate of

second-round cooperation among benign types. This is precisely the mechanism

underpinning Kydd’s theoretical results.

Although they support Kydd’s general logic, our experimental results also raise

questions about some of the model’s more optimistic implications regarding the feasibility

of cooperation under anarchy. First, the SD game implies – and Kydd is explicit – that

21As reported in Appendix B, this also affected second-round actions, as benign players were more likely
to cooperate in round 2 after mutual round 1 cooperation when first-round stakes were higher.
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initial mistrust should be inconsequential for the feasibility of reassurance. Our results do

not support this claim. Figure 2 and Figure 7a clearly demonstrate that benign types were

less likely to send cooperative signals as prior trust decreased. Furthermore, rates of

second-round cooperation among benign dyads were significantly higher under high prior

trust than under low and moderate prior trust (Figure 7b).22 Indeed, under low initial

trust, tragic conflict between benign players emerged 60-80% of the time even under

intermediate stakes (α between 0.4 and 1), where the model predicts at least one value

should have produced a separating equilibrium with highly credible cooperative signals and

high second-round cooperation rates among benign types. Thus, initial distrust appears to

hinder credible reassurance and cooperation among benign actors, as offensive realism

suggests (Edelstein 2002; Montgomery 2006; Rosato 2015).23

Figure 7: Cooperation by Prior Trust

(a) Rd 1 Cooperation, Benign Players (b) Rd 2 Cooperation, Benign Dyads

Second, we observed rates of cooperation and posterior trust far below the

equilibrium point predictions of the SD game. Of course, we recognize that it is unrealistic

to expect experimental subjects to act with perfect rationality and adhere precisely to the

model’s equilibrium expectations. However, the magnitude of these causal effects, not just

their direction, is substantively important for the theoretical debate we are engaging.

22These figures show the data pooled across all α values.
23It is important to note that although we reject Kydd’s substantive conclusion that credible reassurance

is equally possible regardless of prior trust, Kydd’s model does find that the range of α values supporting
the separating equilibrium shrinks as prior trust decreases. It is therefore unsurprising that, in practice,
successful reassurance is less likely under lower prior trust, and this result does not constitute a refutation
of the theoretical logic. Moreover, to reemphasize, the model’s core comparative statics predictions were
generally borne out across all levels of prior trust. Thus, we find directional support for Kydd’s reassurance
mechanism irrespective of prior trust, even though lower initial trust does indeed hinder credible reassurance
and cooperation among benign actors.
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Observed cooperation rates and levels of posterior trust that fall well below what even a

generous interpretation of the SD game might reasonably expect constitute an important

anomaly for the theory. The larger this disparity, the greater our confidence that offensive

realism accurately describes the behavior of at least some real-world decisionmakers.24

Indeed, our experimental results show that subjective signal credibility and

cooperation rates are far lower than expected, even under the intermediate stakes where

reassurance is most effective. In the data pooled across all levels of prior trust (Figure 1a),

the highest frequency of second-round cooperation among mutually-benign dyads was just

over 40%, when α = 0.6. Even under high initial trust, second-round cooperation among

benign dyads peaked at only 54%, when α = 1. This is remarkable, since the high prior

trust parameter placed our thumbs firmly on the scale in favor of cooperation. Under our

high trust priors, the model predicts the cooperative PE should obtain: benign players

should have been willing to cooperate in round 2 even though both types cooperate in

round 1, rendering cooperative signals completely uninformative. In short, despite the very

best conditions for cooperation – intermediate stakes and high initial trust – tragic conflict

among benign actors still occurred about half the time.

Moreover, these results appear to be driven by offensive realist worst-case

assumptions among many participants. Under conditions where rational benign types

should have cooperated in round 1, defection occurred 43.4% of the time.25 Proposition 2

of Appendix A demonstrates that, given the actual conditional rates of cooperation among

experimental subjects (i.e., accounting for the likelihood of out-of-equilibrium behavior),

these players were leaving significant money on the table by not attempting cooperation

under high trust.26

While risk aversion may have contributed to this behavior, our evidence suggests that

many of the less cooperative subjects formed and acted upon irrationally pessimistic

beliefs. Examining benign types under conditions where rational, risk-neutral players

should have cooperated in the first round, we compared the posterior beliefs of subjects

24Qualitative feedback from experimental subjects indicated that they largely understood the game, and
mitigates the possibility that this result might be partially due to a lack of experimental realism (see also
fn 30, below). Moreover, if subjects either had difficultly comprehending the game’s structure or disengaged
as the experimental session progressed, we would expect to see changes in the results from early rounds to
later rounds within each session. Yet Appendix B shows that subjects’ behavior did not meaningfully change
across rounds, suggesting that neither learning effects nor engagement fatigue seriously impacted our results.

25These conditions are those where either the separating, cooperative pooling, or mixed strategy equilibria
were supported given the observed rates of cooperation under each combination of parameter values and
game history. See Proposition 2 of Appendix A.

26For example, under high trust and α = 0.6, first-round cooperation yielded an expected payoff of $0.91,
as opposed to $0.65 for first-round defection.
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who cooperated in the first round to those of subjects who defected.27 Under these

conditions, “irrational” defectors formed beliefs in response to cooperative signals that were

markedly more pessimistic. On average, first-round defectors’ posterior trust only increased

0.189 from their baseline level of prior trust after observing their counterpart cooperate,

whereas first-round cooperators’ trust increased by 0.254. These defectors’ beliefs were also

significantly less accurate, as they only guessed their counterpart’s type correctly 65% of

the time while cooperators guessed correctly 79% of the time. These differences are highly

statistically significant. This difference suggests that a substantial portion of our subjects

responded to even a relatively small degree of uncertainty as offensive realism implicitly

predicts, by forming irrationally pessimistic beliefs and behaving accordingly.28

Importantly, not all subjects adopted worst-case assumptions. As Figures 2 and 3

show, many benign players did risk cooperation, and did so more frequently under the

conditions the SD game predicts they should have. Thus, our findings do not support

offensive realism as a rationalist structural theory wherein anarchy dictates uniformly

pessimistic beliefs and competitive behavior. Rather, we find limited support for offensive

realism as a behavioral theory, in which some actors behave irrationally in ways that

diminish others’ rational incentives for cooperation. As constructivists have long

hypothesized (Wendt 1999) and as Kertzer and McGraw (2012) have demonstrated

experimentally, worst-case thinking is not a rational calculation, but rather a dispositional

trait that characterizes some actors but not others. Therefore, the microfoundations of

offensive realist behavior are not found at the systemic level of analysis, but rather at the

domestic and individual levels. As such, causal factors like cognitive limitations,

psychological biases, and national cultures and institutional structures are most likely to

determine whether policymakers will behave more in accordance with offensive realism or

rational signaling models.29

Indeed, many such factors have long been highlighted in the literature. Alastair Iain

Johnston’s (1995) classic work on “cultural realism” argues that China’s predilection for

competitive behavior in the 20th century was deeply rooted in Chinese strategic culture,

rather than the rational incentives of the international system. Pioneering applications of

27To determine where benign first-round cooperation was rational, we identified conditions where the SE
was supported given the observed rates of cooperation under each combination of parameter values. These
conditions are derived in Proposition 2 of Appendix A. Importantly, differences in guess accuracy are similar
under conditions that support the SE in the purely theoretical model.

28This result cannot be explained by the existence of the all-defection equilibrium noted above, as it
describes subjects’ beliefs in response to their counterpart’s first-round cooperation.

29We found no evidence of “learning effects” wherein players’ strategies change with experience playing
the game. These results are reported in Appendix B.
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social psychology to IR have identified numerous mechanisms that promote suboptimally

competitive actions, including fundamental attribution error (Stein 2013), loss aversion

(McDermott 2001), and out-group bias (Mercer 1996). Given the demonstrated

incoherence of offensive realism as a rationalist theory, our results showing beliefs and

behaviors consistent with offensive realism are likely driven by variables identified in these

non-rationalist theories.

Recent experimental work has further demonstrated how these psychological

phenomena cause decisionmakers to systematically depart from rational behavior in

international politics. For instance, Gottfried and Trager (2016) show that perceptions of

fairness can significantly affect public support for particular negotiated bargains. Renshon,

Lee, and Tingley (2017) similarly show that emotions may disrupt individuals’ ability to

rational respond to commitment problem incentives. Burcu Bayram (2017) demonstrates

that “cosmopolitan” social identity can drive behavior that would otherwise, from a purely

egoistic standpoint, appear irrational. Rathbun, Kertzer, and Paradis (2017) draw out the

microfoundations of such departures from rationality, arguing that psychological factors

like epistemic motivation help explain observed variations rational behavior. These studies

further corroborate the non-rational underpinnings of offensive realist behavior.

5.1 Generalizability of the Experimental Results

Although our experiment used a sample composed primarily of undergraduate students,

there are good reasons to think that our results yield important insights into the behavior

of policymakers. First, the direction of bias we would expect from sampling students rather

than policymakers actually bolsters our confidence in our core results in support of the

model’s comparative statics.30 If the students in our sample possess, on average, lower

levels of cognition and experience with security dilemma interactions than foreign

policymakers, we would expect our subjects to deviate from the model’s predictions more

frequently than elites would.31 Yet the comparative statics results presented above show

30Druckman and Kam (2011, 49) note that it is unhelpful to simply ask whether student samples are
generalizable. Rather, we need to know “which particular characteristics of student samples might lead us to
question whether the causal relationship detected in a student sample experiment would be systematically
different from the causal relationship in the general population.”

31Mintz, Redd and Vedlitz (2006) find that undergraduate students are significantly different from military
officers in their choices, degree of information acquisition, decision strategies, and responses to uncertainty. It
is worth noting, however, that the applicability of their findings to our study is limited. First, military officers
might differ from civilian foreign policymakers in ways that students do not (for example, military officers
are more reluctant than students to take no action and they collect less information about the situation
at hand). Second, Mintz et al. asked subjects to offer policy responses after reading real-world vignettes,
whereas we employed a much more abstract strategic setting that is likely to create more homogeneous
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that our student sample acts, in the aggregate, in ways consistent with the rationalist

expectations of the SD game. Thus, there is good reason to be confident that our support

for the directional effects hypothesized by the SD game generalizes to the presumably more

rational population of interest.

Nevertheless, this possible difference between our experimental sample and target

population means that our inferences about the model’s point predictions must be further

qualified. We found that the magnitude of the effects of cooperative signals on the

receiver’s beliefs and the likelihood of subsequent cooperation were significantly lower than

would be expected, even based on a generous interpretation of the theoretical model. Yet if

policymakers systematically behave more rationally than our subjects, it is possible that

the theoretical predictions would prove to be more accurate than our findings initially

suggest.

This possibility, though real, certainly does not vitiate the value of our findings

regarding the model’s point predictions. First, it is not at all obvious that our subjects

differ from policymakers in ways that would significantly attenuate our results. Our sample

of majors in a high-ranking economics program may actually enhance the “experimental

realism,” of our study, i.e., whether participants take the study and treatments seriously

and are cognitively capable of understanding the incentives that they face.32 Thus,

although we cannot be certain that our findings regarding the model’s point predictions

fully generalize to the population of interest, they do increase our confidence that foreign

policymakers are less responsive to reassurance signals than the model hypothesizes. In

other words, our findings suggest the possibility that offensive realism might retain some

descriptive accuracy and explanatory power in the real world, despite its incoherence as a

rationalist theory. This shifts the burden of proof toward reassurance optimists to

demonstrate that our findings do not generalize to policymakers, and that offensive realism

is invalid even as a behavioral theory. Our baseline results now provide crucial motivation

for followup studies to assess their robustness with targeted samples that more closely

resemble the population of interest.

In sum, the possibility that policymakers would act more rationally and hew more

incentive structures across diverse populations. Our higher degree of internal experimental control should
therefore mitigate the external validity concerns that Mintz et al. highlight.

32Generally speaking, these subjects are more likely than the general population to think strategically and
understand the incentives of the model. As Druckman and Kam (2011, 46) point out, this experimental
realism is far more important for establishing external validity than whether the subjects match the popu-
lation to which the results are intended to generalize (“mundane realism”). On overemphasis of mundane
realism relative to experimental realism in experimental social science, see also McDermott (2002), Morton
and Williams (2008, 345).
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closely to the model’s predictions bolsters our main findings in support of Kydd’s

comparative statics predictions, while reducing our confidence that the findings regarding

the model’s point predictions generalize to the population of interest. Still, the latter

findings suggest that policymakers might be less responsive to cooperative signals than the

reassurance literature would predict, and that offensive realism might retain viability as a

behavioral theory.

6 Conclusion

This paper has presented a first-cut experimental test of Andrew Kydd’s canonical model

of reassurance under the security dilemma. The model predicts that benign states should

be able to confidently identify each other and build trust by first cooperating on issues

where the stakes are low enough that benign states will risk cooperation, but high enough

that hostile types will not. Moreover, the model shows that this range of stakes exists no

matter how distrustful the actors initially are, such that the security dilemma can always

be overcome. This theoretical finding is devastating to the logic of offensive realism, which

holds that states’ intentions under anarchy are inherently unknowable and, consequently,

that competition and conflict are unavoidable between rational benign states. Yet to date

there have been no systematic attempts to evaluate these propositions empirically.

Our experimental results support Kydd’s hypothesized directional effects. Actors

with benign intentions were best able to reassure each other and achieve second-round

cooperation under intermediate first-round stakes. However, the credibility subjects

assigned to cooperative signals and the rates of second-round cooperation were markedly

lower than the model predicts. Even under ideal conditions of high initial trust and

intermediate stakes, successful reassurance only occurred around half the time, and a

significant proportion of subjects who played suboptimally revealed overly pessimistic

beliefs in keeping with offensive realism’s claim that actors adopt “worst-case”

assumptions. Furthermore, contrary to Kydd and consistent with offensive realist critiques,

our results show that benign players were significantly less likely to achieve cooperation

when initial trust was low. Thus, while our results imply that Kydd’s reassurance

mechanism does indeed mitigate the security dilemma, offensive realism might remain a

viable theory of human behavior under anarchy.

One need not look far to find cases of offensive realist thinking in the contemporary

world. US foreign policy under Donald Trump has exhibited a nearly unambiguous

offensive realist worldview concerning both allies and potential rivals. For example, despite
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widespread uncertainty and disagreement among experts about China’s intentions (Yoder

2020), the Trump administration has expressed high confidence that China is hostile to the

US (Trump 2017). Correspondingly, the administration has adopted policies of economic

containment and military competition toward China. Our experimental findings suggest

that while these pessimistic, worst-case attitudes are not a rational response to

international anarchy, they are also not necessarily atypical, and may explain a great deal

of competitive behavior in international politics.
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